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The worldwide development of nuclear energy reactionprocessesof plutonium.In sea water, it
has resulted in production of significant quantities is normally found that Pu(V) dominates, while in
of actinide elements whose radiation properties oxic fresh water, both Pu(IV) and Pu(V) are
require that they be handled with minimal poten- important. The tendency toward hydrolysis of
tial for public contact. For the most part, great soluble plutonium in turn follows the oxidation
care has been exercised in handling actinide state order IV > VI > III > V; therefore, where
species in the research and processing arenas; inorganic anions and organic ligands are not
however, some waste materials appear to pose highly influential, one usually finds that Pu(IV)
special problems. For example, actinide ions are forms highly insoluble_ polynuclear, colloidal
strongly adsorbed on most geomedia; therefore, hydrolysis products. On the other hand, condi-
rudimentary, shallow land burial techniques have tions that favor Pu(V) tend to lead to greater
been used in the past to store or contain selected solubility for plutonium. Related trends appear
actinide wastes. These waste sites, as well as a few with other actinides including Np and Am in
accidental process solution release sites, are which variable, complex species may be formed
potential sources for actinide contamination of under natural water conditions.

public areas. Increasingly stringent regulatory The primary conclusion that may be reached
guidelines require that these contaminated sites from the limited studies of actinides in natural

undergo remediation, waters is that the nature of the species found is
Successful remediation of waste sites neces- highly site specific. As a result, remediation plans

sarily requires considerable knowledge and atten- involving more than "digand rebury"scenarios
tion to the chemistry of the particular actinides must take into account the complex and fascinat-
and geomedia involved. In a laboratory research ing chemistry of the elements in their specific
setting where experimental ,arameters may be locale. This presents a formidable but interesting
carefully controlled, the aqueous chemistry of set of challenges to actinide chemists.

actinide species is complicated, but a considerable One of several approaches under consideration
• body of reliable, predictive data is available that for remediation of actinide contaminated soils that
describes their behavior. In the environmental

may have the flexibility to address the chemical
setting, such is not the case. Experimental diversity found in waste sites involves "soil wash-
features, such as pH, Eh, anions, and geomedia, ing"schemes. Such processes typically involve
are variable and often uncontrolled. The resulting excavation of contaminated soils, transfer to an
environmental chemistry of the actinides is poorly "extraction"plant, treatment of the soil with an
understood and difficult to predict. For example, appropriate leach solution, concentration and con-
there is even disagreement over the identification version of the leachate to an acceptable waste
of oxidation states of some actinides in environ- form, and return of the clean soil to its original
mental samples. Some elements clearly display state. It is likely that simple aqueous washing will
only one oxidation state [e.g., Th(IV)], while not remove the actinides from the soils, and chem-
others have access to several oxidation states [e.g., ical steps will be required to release actinide
Pu(III), Pu(IV), Pu(V), and Pu(VI)]. Needless to species. In this regard, it is likely that the chemi-
say, the difference in the chemistries of these cal steps will depend on the utilization of organic
species is considerable, as illustrated by hydrolysis ligands that competitively bind to actinide species

in the presence of soil fractions. This picture
(a) UniversityofNewMexico,Albuquerque,NewMexico resembles liquid-liquid extraction for which a
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number of very useful ligands have already been _, / / / i /
designed for partitioning actinides in acidic "
aqueous waste streams. Our group and several
others are presently involved in the design and
synthesis of practical extractants for soil washing

applications, and some progress in this area may CH2
be described in this talk. [

In soil washing schemes, large volumes of wash R2P (0) CHC (0) NR2
solutions containing low levels of actinide species

will be collected. In a practical operation, it will The loading levels were typically 1.5-0.5 meq/g of
be necessary to concentrate the "raffinate" and polymer. This loading is probably not sufficient to
recover the actinide species in order to complete bring two or more chelating ligands into the vicin-
the waste containment program, lt would also be ity of an actinide ion, and indeed the extraction
desirable to recycle the chemical wash solution, behavior of this material is quite distinct from the
Standard ion exchange processes may be useful for behavior of the free CMP or CMPO.
this effort; however, it is likely that more selective

In an attempt to obtain higher loadings, a
schemes will be required. One approach that has

zirconium phosphonate based extractant was pro-
potential in soil washing applications is extractions

posed and its functional unit is schematically
chromatography. In this technique, a ligand described below.
known to bind to a single metal species or group
of metals is bonded to, or fixed within, a solid
support, and the resulting material is used to pack '¢ _ _'_ * _=--"-'T--"---
a chromatography column. The immobilized
ligand may then bind to the metal by competitive
acid-base binding interactions, thereby concentrat-
ing the metal or metals on the column. In well

designed systems, the metals may then be released [H2
in a low volume, back-extraction step. This P (0 ) CH2C (0 ) NR2
scheme is conceptually simple; however, very few
solid supported ligands for actinide separations
have been developed. The extraction behavior of this layered compound

Our group is pursuing several approaches in was overwhelmed by residual acid/ion exchange
the preparation of EC materials, with particular sites on the support, and the material showed no
attention given to covalent attachment of ligand evidence for neutral ligand-like extraction
fragments to both inorganic and organic supports, behavior.
For example, we have developed several These two cases, as well as several other
approaches for immobilization of carbamoyl- results, have indicated that an approach through
methylphosphonates (CMl') and phosphine oxide EC materials will be synthetically difficult.
(CMPO) ligands to supports. In particular, by Nonetheless, these results have pointed the way to
using the acidic nature of the methyl group new synthetic advances, some of which will be
spanning the P=O and C=O functional groups, described in detail in the talk.
CMP and CMPO fragments may be attached to
polystyrene-divinyl benzene copolymer
(Merrifield's resin) as schematically shown here.
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